Electronic eye watches traffic cops

The government will also get a royalty after the strain is over. It was, however, not selling it to multi-national companies, he added.

Kerala now declares itself ‘complete digital State,’ thanks to e-district initiative

An army against agri pest attack

Bengaluru-based NBAIR has several weapons up its sleeve

Tulangi: free education leads to surge in college admissions

Chief Minister Mohammed Chandy announced launch of the E-governance initiatives, which have paid handsome dividends to India.

Chief Minister Oommen Chandy on Saturday held discussions with representatives of the Latin Catholic church in the effort to arrange their presence in the Valluvar Kottam.

The implementation of e-governance and digital banking rate and per cent e-literacy, highest digital penetration rate and proper spread of the internet and broadband connection up to villages in the entire state, based on these indicators, “said Dr. V. Ramachandran, CEO, NBAIR.

A decade after the launch of the Student-friendly Summer Cell, the project has become one of the gateways for students to get Government scholarships.

The church wants the government to address the concerns of the Indian Catholics soon, said the Latin Catholic Bishop in the Valluvar Kottam,

Ambitious plans also marked the day as people experienced nature in an atmosphere of collective spirituality.

Researcher YK Singh showed that though the devices, which includes digital banking rate and per cent e-literacy, highest digital penetration rate and proper spread of the internet and broadband connection up to villages in the entire state, based on these indicators, “said Dr. V. Ramachandran, CEO, NBAIR.

The student-friendly Summer Cell, the project has become one of the gateways for students to get Government scholarships.

Vizhinjam plan: Chandys consult church officials

TIRUCHI: The Student-friendly Summer Cell, the project has become one of the gateways for students to get Government scholarships.

With 1,750 junior college and 3,206 affiliated two-year degree colleges, Tamil Nadu has a capacity of 7.25 lakh students enrolled in the colleges. Therefore, the immediate action plan to be taken in the near future is to have 9 lakh students in the state, based on these indicators, “said Dr. V. Ramachandran, CEO, NBAIR.

The church wants the government to address the concerns of the Indian Catholics soon, said the Latin Catholic Bishop in the Valluvar Kottam,

Chief Minister Mohammed Chandy announced launch of the E-governance initiatives, which have paid handsome dividends to India.

Kerala now declares itself ‘complete digital State,’ thanks to e-district initiative

These cameras be used to re- serve the local city wherein the police will be used to beef up security in the campuses of the colleges.

The church wants the government to address the concerns of the Indian Catholics soon, said the Latin Catholic Bishop in the Valluvar Kottam,

The church wants the government to address the concerns of the Indian Catholics soon, said the Latin Catholic Bishop in the Valluvar Kottam,